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Davina Farrer
Utility Warehouse

Dear Davina

TESTIMONIAL

About a year ago you met with my wife Lesley to discuss switching our energy supplier from British Gas and
E.On to Utility Warehouse.

You suggested we take the full package of Gas, Electricity, Telephone, Broadband and the CashBack Card.  I
am sure you will remember my wife was, shall we say, a little sceptical as in her words all energy suppliers are
much of a much ’ness. However between us we persuaded her to give it a go and so the switch happened.

Certain she would be proved correct she has kept a log of our bills from UW in the last twelve months and
compared them to the amount paid the year before and I thought I would share the results with the group today.

Firstly our telephone and broadband bills have been around the same as our telephone costs the year before
resulting in “effectively” free broadband, result!

Secondly a year ago we had spent a combined amount on gas and electricity in excess of £1,300, During
2011/12 our spend with UW was a few pounds over £1,000 a saving of c 23%, remarkable.

But it doesn’t end there. You also persuaded her to take the CashBack Card which she has used at every
opportunity, mostly buying those essentials like food from Sainsbury’s but of course slipping in a few extra
outfits along the way.  What a bonus – our spending on the card has saved us a further £185 or 14% on our
essential utilities.  

To sum up we saved an incredible £475 last year, 37% of our utility bills plus we are effectively getting free
broadband.

Davina thank you the savings are quite remarkable and Mrs A now wants a trip into town to find a way of
spending the lot. I can only recommend anyone who hasn’t switched already to give it a go and I do not hesitate
to recommend UW to all my friends, family and contacts

Kind Regards

Brian Alexander
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